
About CertWatch

CertWatch, Enkaytech’s multi-tenant application, is your fortress against the perils of certificates and 

secrets expiry causing down time. Designed to empower Azure application registrants, it 

ensures you’re never caught off guard by expiring secrets and certificates, keeping your applications 

running smoothly without interruption.

Our team uses CertWatch in our customer engagements to help maintain high availability of Azure 

applications we have built for them.

• Authentication and Authorization: Secure user 

authentication using Azure Active Directory or other trusted 

providers, ensuring only authorized users have access.

• Secret and Certificate Tracking: Select and track secrets and 

certificates associated with your applications, with 

customizable notification preferences to keep you informed.

• Application Registration Listing: Fetch and display details of 

Azure tenant application registrations, providing you with a 

comprehensive overview of your digital landscape.

• Email Notification Setup: Receive timely notifications before 

secrets or certificates are about to expire, ensuring proactive 

management.

• Search Feature: Easily find specific applications or details using 

s robust search functionality, simplifying information retrieval.

• Data Persistence: CertWatch securely stores user preferences 

and application details, ensuring data integrity and compliance 

with data protection regulations.

As an IT manager overseeing 
numerous Azure applications is 
difficult, CertWatch has been a 
game-changer for our team. The 
automated tracking of secret and 
certificate expirations has 
eliminated the manual, error-
prone process we previously 
struggled with. The proactive 
notifications have been invaluable, 
allowing us to renew certificates 
well before expiring, avoiding 
potential downtime. Highly 
recommend it to any organization 
looking to streamline their Azure 
management!
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What CertWatch offers



Why choose 

CertWatch?

1. Automated Expiry Management: CertWatch 

eliminates the need for manual tracking of 

secrets and certificates, reducing the risk of 

human error and service disruptions. Automated 

notifications ensure you are always ahead of 

expiration dates, maintaining continuous 

operational efficiency.

2. Proactive Security Measures: It’s regular 

updates of secrets and certificates are facilitated, 

significantly mitigating security risks. This 

proactive approach helps safeguard your 

applications from potential vulnerabilities 

associated with expired certificates.

3. Centralized and Efficient Management: Our 

App provides a centralized dashboard for 

managing multiple Azure applications across 

various business units. This streamlines 

administrative tasks, saving time and enhancing 

overall productivity.

4. Robust Search and Customization Features: 

The powerful search functionality lets users 

quickly locate specific applications or related 

details. Customizable notification preferences 

enable users to set alerts based on their specific 

needs, providing flexibility and control.

5. Seamless Integration and Data Security: 
Secure user authentication through Azure Active 

Directory and other providers ensures robust access 

control. CertWatch also prioritizes data integrity and 

compliance with data protection regulations, giving 

you peace of mind regarding your sensitive 

information.

Contact Us 

info@enkaytech.com | 630-857-9969

See our offer on the Microsoft Commercial Marketplace

We are…
A Microsoft Solutions Partner across 

multiple competencies is a testament to 

their exceptional expertise and 

unwavering commitment to providing 

top-tier services in the world of cloud 

computing, application integration, and 

development. Our impressive 

achievements such as a Digital and App 

Solution Partner, signify our unwavering 

commitment to excellence in the realm of 

Azure services.

Learn more at

www.enkaytech.com 
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